
TEMPUR ERGO™ SMART BASE
INTRODUCING OUR SMARTEST BED EVER

The TEMPUR Ergo™ Smart Base is powered by integrated 
Sleeptracker®-AI sensors. The innovative adjustable bed 
system automatically detects and responds to micro-
vibrations from snoring – all night. And while you’re awake, 
you can easily find your most comfortable position for 
relaxing, reading or even our Zero-G position providing a 
feeling of weightlessness – all at the touch of a button.

It also shares sleep analysis and insights with you over time 
through an easy-to-use app. Offering you expert-level sleep 
coaching uniquely tailored to you. You can even connect your 
TEMPUR Ergo™ Smart Base with your Amazon Alexa devices, 
to use simple voice commands for many functions.

All this while ensuring complete privacy and security with 
no microphones or recorded sounds.

THE SMART RESPONSE TO SNORING

The all-new TEMPUR ErgoTM Smart Base utilises integrated 
Sleeptracker®-AI sensors (without microphones) to detect you 
and your partner’s micro-vibrations from snoring. If snoring 
is detected, the bed automatically responds, elevating your 
upper body 12 degrees – a position to help reduce snoring. 

Experience your most restful sleep ever, with the smart 
response to snoring. 
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TEMPUR ERGO™ SMART BASE

LIFESTYLE ADJUSTABILITY AND ZERO-G BENEFIT

The TEMPUR ErgoTM Smart Base uses advanced technology to 
suit your lifestyle when you are awake. It is fully adjustable, 
elevating your comfort so you can find your most suitable 
position in bed for relaxing, reading or watching TV – all at 
the touch of a button.

By gently elevating your legs, the TEMPUR® Zero-G preset is 
designed to help simulate circulation throughout your body, 
providing an experience of complete weightless relaxation 
that will leave you feeling refreshed and rejuvenated.

SLEEP SMART WITH A BED CONNECTED TO YOUR HOME

Compatible with Amazon Alexa, the TEMPUR ErgoTM Smart 
Base helps you start and end each day right. You can adjust 
the position of your bed, receive your daily sleep report and 
hear customised sleep tips. Lie back and enjoy personalised 
sleep insights and smart home compatibility thanks to voice 
control integrated into your TEMPUR ErgoTM Smart Base.

PERSONALISED SLEEP IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND

Discover the power of intelligent sleep technology and advanced and accurate analytics. The TEMPUR ErgoTM Smart Base provides 
personalised insights based on your sleep with customised coaching in an easy-to-use app. The TEMPUR ErgoTM Smart Base summarises 
every night with a Sleep Quality Metric, along with a comprehensive picture of different sleep phases. It then provides sleep strategies 
to help you get more out of your sleep. 

DAILY SLEEP SCORE

Each morning, you’ll wake up to a personalised sleep report 
that will help you understand your stages of light sleep, deep 
sleep and REM, and potentially time spent awake.

SLEEP INSIGHTS

Having a nightly Sleep Quality Metric makes it easy to see at 
a glance if you are trending toward better sleep over time. 
The app reports the nightly score to you the next day and 
shows you how it compares to previous nights from the 
previous week, month or year.

SMART ALARM

The TEMPUR® Sleeptracker® app features a smart wake-up 
alarm designed to trigger when your lightest phase of sleep 
has been identified. When using a TEMPUR Ergo™ Smart Base, 
the smart alarm feature offers your choice of wake-up music 
or vibrations to be set within a selected window of time.

Three ways to download: 
1. Follow the QR code from the “Let’s get started” card.
2. Go to sleeptracker.com/getapp/tempur.
3. Install TEMPUR® Sleeptracker® from Apple App Store or

Google Play.

TEMPUR® SLEEPTRACKER® APP

To enjoy the benefits of our advanced smart bases, download the companion app TEMPUR® Sleeptracker®. The app is available in iOS 
and Android and can be found in the Apple App Store and Google Play.




